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If Bhutto dies, Pakistan dies
A statement by presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche
On Feb.

1, in response to mounting evidence that the

sorts of destabilization in Afghanistan, spilling over Pakistan's

Pakistani junta of General Ziaul Haq is prepared to murder

borders. and intersecting the desperate moods among sections

Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto on behalf of interests

of Pakistan's population triggered by the martyrdom of Mr.

outside Pakistan, U.S. Labor Party Chairman Lyndon H.

Bhutto. what. then. ensues for Pakistan? ( ... )

LaRouche, a candidate for the U.S. presidency, issued a

The wisest course of action would be to bring Mr. Bhutto

statement which is excerpted below.

into the government of Pakistan immediately, on condition that

I know what London and Sir John Glubb Pasha have omitted to

and bestial practices. ( ... )

Mr. Bhutto refreshes his knowledge of the British Raj's nature
inform the famous 22 Northwest-Frontier oligarchical families

It is necessary to administer a crushing defeat to the British

of Pakistan. If the provisional government of military dictator

poliey Mr. Zbigniew Brzezinski adores as his"Arc of Crisis."

General Ziaul Haq proceeds with the killing of the most popular

Restabilize the nations of this "Arc" through republican govern

Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, Mr. Bhutto's death will be used to trigger a

ments and governments of humanist princes, and mobilize the

holocaust within

Pakistan and neighboring countries. The

urban-eentered popular forces of these nations around policies

hideous, recent genocidal horrors in Bangladesh are only an in

of generalized scientific and technological progress for both in

dication of what the British, Israelis, and Peking foreign

dustry and agrieulture.

intelligence services have planned for Pakistan.

Otherwise. a general destabilization of the Islamic borders of

If Mr. Bhutto dies, Pakistan soon dies in a genocidal"Thirty

the Soviet Union ... means absolute certainty of general ther-

Years War " across the sweep of Zbigniew Brzezinski's"Arc of

monudear war.... Kill Mr. Bhutto. and you have certainly un-

Crisis."

leashed scenarios which will .,. destroy Pakistan itself.

There is no reason to doubt that General Ziaul Haq and his
military-professional

associates

conceive

themselves

as

Pakistani patriots. There is evidence that they imagine the ques
tion of Mr. Bhutto's death"an internal affair of Pakistan." Now

What Jack Anderson and

that Shahanshah Reza Pahlevi of Iran is in reduced power and

Katharine Graham Wouldn't Print

temporary exile, and the Saudi royal family threatened with
British-Israeli-orchestrated destabilization of the peninsula, the
provisional government of Pakistan deludes itself that there are
virtually no influences outside Pakistan's borders for General
Ziaul Haq and other military rulers to take into consideration in
the Bhutto affair. <... )

The gist of the scenario
If General Zia and his associates will consult a map. and will
subsume military-strategic thinking under political-strategic
thinking, they wil1 be able to trace out the principal features of
Zbigniew Brzezinski's "Arc of Crisis." They have but to ask
themselves how the British, with complicity of the Aspen In

THE
PAKISTAN
PAPERS
by former
Pakistani Prime Minister
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto

stitute, Sir Johh Glubb Pasha's networks, and such wretches as
Kissinger and Brzezinski, destabilized Iran, essay to destabilize
Saudi Arabia, have already made a preliminary effort to
destabilize Turkey, and propose to destroy an entire region of
the world, from Burma, through the dead nation of Bangladesh.
into Turkey and Kenya.
They have but to include knowledge of the nature (and
authorship) of the RSS in India, as well as the authorship and
financing of Industries Minister George Fernandes of India. to
see how ungovernability and holocaust are proposed to be in
troduced into that bordering nation....
Now. they should turn their eyes to the Baluchistan and
Pushtunistan projects embraced by London's Bernard Lewis
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and Tavistock's Henry Kissinger. Combining this with other
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